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Second hand bag shop in Singapore

What to do with your used bags that you have not been using for ages. There is a new way to turn these old
bags into cashes these days in Singapore. This trend of buying and selling used designer bags is getting
popular these days.

Aug. 28, 2009 - PRLog -- What to do with your used bags that you have not been using for ages. There is a
new way to turn these old bags into cashes these days in Singapore. This trend of buying and selling used
designer bags is getting popular these days. 

One of the most popular Second hand bag shops online shop in Singapore is www.deluxemall.com. It
provide used bags from brands such as LV, Gucci, Coach, Prada, HERMES, Fendi, Chloe, Chanel, Louis
Vittion, Miu Miu, Versace, Prada, Christian Dior, Burberry. One of the widest selection you can find under
one roof today. Kelly Chan who is in the editorial team of www.deluxemall.com says these days that buyers
are getting smarter, they want the best deal when buying that designer bags and consumers these days also
do not mind getting an almost new designer bag. With the improve in technology, buying and selling online
is getting more and more common. 

Other than www.deluxemall.com , you can check out other places such as a second hand bag shop in
Singapore. Currently there are over 10 such outlets in Singapore. Other than selling designer bags, they also
buy your used bag if you intend to sell. This is a good option if you want instant cash as some shop do offer
instant cash in exchange of your bag. However, be prepared to sell your bag at a very low price. Another
advantage of buying at a second hand bag shop is, they do authenticity check of the bag before taking it in.
This help to ensure that the bag you about to buy is authentic too.

In this economic downturn, more people are more careful when it comes to buying designer goods like
handbags.  Therefore more and more second-line brands are favored for their good quality, interesting
design and acceptable price; what’s more, you get instant cash if you are selling or get at discounted price
when you are buying. Whether you are buying online or offline, you are sure to get the best deal when
buying a second hand bag.

# # #

Deluxemall is Singapore First Online Classified for Designer bags and watches. We have over hundreds of
both used and 100% brand new DESIGNER BAGS here for sale and swap.
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